
Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram By Atazoth 
Cthugan 
Begin with the Call of the Aethyrs (in Enochian, English included for reference) Facing 
east (envision a circle of fire forming around you as the call is made, its color should 
match that of your aura.) 

O you heavens which dwell (name of Aethyr), which are mighty in the parts of the earth, 
and which execute the judgment of the Highest! To you it is said: Behold the face of your 
God, the beginning of comfort, whose eyes are the brightness of the heavens; Who 
provided you for the government of the earth, and her unspeakable variety, furnishing 
you with a power of understanding, to dispose all things according to the providence of 
him that sits on the Holy Throne; and Who rose up in the beginning, saying: the earth, let 
her be governed by her parts, and let there be division in her, that the glory of her may 
always drunken and vexed in itself. The course of her, let it run with the heavens, and as 
a handmaiden let her serve them. One season, let it confound another; and let there be no 
creature upon her or within her the same. All her members let him or her differ in their 
qualities; and let there be no one creature equal to another. The reasonable creatures of 
the earth, let them vex and weed out one another; and the dwelling places, let them forget 
their names. The works of man and his pomp, let them be defaced. The buildings of her, 
let them become caves for the beasts of the field; confound the understanding of her with 
darkness. Why? I regret that I made man. One while let her be known, and another while 
a stranger; because she is the bed of a harlot, and the dwelling place of him-that-is-fallen. 
O you heavens, arise! The lower heavens underneath you, let them serve you. Govern 
those that govern; cast down such as fall; bring forth with those that increase, and destroy 
the rotten. No place let it remain in one number; add and diminish, until the stars be 
numbered. Arise, move, and appear before the covenant of His mouth, which He has 
sworn unto us in His justice; open up the mysteries of your creation, and make us 
partakers of undefiled knowledge. 

MADRIAX DS PRAF (name of Aethyr, or plane of existence, usually TEX), CHIS 
MICAOLZ SAANIR CAOSGO, OD FIFIS BALZIZRAS LAIDA! NONCA GOHULIM: 
ICMA ADOIAN MAD, IAOD BLIORB SOBA OOAONA CHIS LUCIFTIAS 
PERIPSOL; DS ABRAASA NONCF NETAAIB CAOSGI, OD TILB ADPHAHT 
DAMPLOZ, TOOAT NONCF G MACALZ OMA, LRASD TOFGLO MARB YARRY 
IDOIGO; OD TORZULP IAODAF GOHUL: CAOSGA, TABAORD SAANIR, OD 
CHRISTEOS YRPOIL TIOBL, BUSDIR TILB NOALN PAID ORSBA OD DODRMNI 
ZYLNA. ELZAP TILB, PARM GI PERIPSAX, OD TA QURLST BOOAPIS. L NIBM, 
OUCHO SYMP; OD CHRISTEOS AG TOLTORN MIRC Q TIOBL LEL. TON 
PAOMBD, DILZMO ASPIAN; OD CHRISTEOS AG I TOLTORG PARACH A SYMP. 
CORDIZIZ, DODPAL OD FIFALZ I SMNAD; OD FARGT, BAMS OMAOAS. 
CONISBRA OD AVAVOX, TONUG. ORSCA TBL, NOASMI TABGES 
LEVITMONG; UNCHI OMP TILB ORS. BAGLE? MOOOACH OL CORDZIZ. L 
CAPIMAO IXOMAXIP, OD CA COCASB GOSAA; BAG;EM PI TIANTA A 
BABALOND, OD FAORGT TELOC VOVIM. MADRIIAX, TORZU! OADRIAZ 



OROCHA, ABOAPRI. TABAORI PROAZ AR TABAS; ADRPAN CORS TA DOBIX; 
YOLCAM PRIAZI AR COAZOIR, OD QUASB QTING. RIPIR PAAOXT SAGA 
COR; UML OD PRDZAR, CACRG AOIVEAE CORMPT. TORZU, ZACAR, OD 
ZAMRAN ASPT SIBSI BUTMONA, DS SURZAS TIA BALTAN; ODO CICLE QAA, 
OD OZAZMA PLAPLI IADNAMAD. 

Invocations 

(invocation pattern: word, supreme king, pentagram, divine name) 

Invocation of air 
Facing east 
EXARP 
TAHOELOJ 
Trace adverse pentagram of air (yellow with blue flecks) 
Vibrate ORO IBAH AOZPI 

Invocation of fire 
Facing south 
BITOM 
OHOOOHATAN 
Trace adverse pentagram of fire (red with black flecks) 
Vibrate OIP TEAA PDOCE 

Invocation of water 
Facing west 
HCOMA 
THAHEBYO-BIAATAN 
Trace adverse pentagram of water (blue with yellow flecks) 
Vibrate MPH ARSL GAIOL 
Invocation of earth 
Facing north 
NANTA 
THAHAAOTAHE 
Trace adverse pentagram of earth (black with red flecks) 
Vibrate MOR DIAL HCTGA 

Enochian key most appropriate for the caster (see the satanic bible) and envision the 
circle of fire becoming a column stretching to the heavens and to the depths of hell. 

This is a generic form of the ritual; it can easily be adapted to invoking and banishing as 
necessary. 

Lucifer Dawnstar 

Ave Satanas! 



Rege Satanas! 
Hail Satan! 
Hail the Self! 

Shem Ra-phorash


